Masks must be worn

All persons aged 6 years and over must wear a medical mask in the following areas:

- Medical masks must be worn by all students and teachers at school during classroom teaching as well as after-school care, tutoring and afternoon care.
- Medical masks must be worn by all staff in daycare centres, preschool classes, after-school care centres, and school kindergartens.

Exception: If contact is exclusively with children.

- On public transport
- When shopping
- In closed rooms intended for the public or for public traffic
- In work places/business premises and at operating sites
- During permitted services involving close physical proximity
- During religious events and funerals

Emergency stop from an incidence over 100 for 3 consecutive days:

One household plus at most one other person who is not part of the household. Children up to and including 13 years of age from both households are not counted.

Emergency stop will cease to apply if the incidence is below 100 for 5 consecutive working days. Easing of regulations comes into force the day after this is announced by the local authorities.

Easing from an incidence below 35 for 5 consecutive days: Meetings of up to ten people from a maximum of three households are permitted. This does not include children of these households up to and including the age of 13.

Curfews

There is no curfew during the day or at night.

Emergency stop from an incidence over 100 for 3 consecutive days:

Curfews for the affected rural or urban districts from 10 p.m. to 5 a.m.

Staying outside one’s own home is then only permitted with valid reasons For example:

- Exercise of professional activities and important educational purposes.
- Use of medical and veterinary services.
- Accompanying persons in need of support and minors, custody and access rights.
- Accompanying the dying and persons in acute life-threatening conditions.
- Acts of caring for animals, e.g. walking or feeding them.
- Attendance at religious events.
- Public order events.
- Attending meetings in accordance with Article 8 of the German Basic Law.

Exemption: From 10 p.m. to midnight, individual outdoor sports alone are allowed.

Emergency stop will cease to apply if the incidence is below 100 for 5 consecutive working days. Easing of regulations comes into force the day after this is announced by the local authorities.
**Education & childcare**

- **Daycare centres** are open for regular operation under pandemic conditions.
- **All grades of all schools** must use classroom teaching based on the alternating model.
- Special regulation for **final school years** are possible and are determined individually.
- The prerequisite for participation in classroom teaching is the compulsory completion of **2 covid tests per week** for all students and teaching staff at general and vocational schools.
- **Tutoring** in groups of up to 5 students is permitted again.
- **Music, art and youth art schools** Lessons permitted within the framework of the applicable contact restrictions.
- **Adult education centres** and similar institutions can offer digital courses.

Classroom-based courses are permitted for required vocational training and further education, language and integration courses as well as tutoring, unless it can be carried out digitally.

- **Ballet and dance schools** are closed to the public.
- **Low-contact training with a maximum of 5 people from two households. Children up to and including 13 years of age from both households are not counted.**
- **Practical training and examination (applies to car, aircraft and boat)** are permitted under hygiene requirements and with a medical mask. Theory lessons are only permitted online.
- **Visits to libraries and archives** are permitted with prior appointment booking and documentation of contact details.
- **First aid courses** are permitted if the participants can present a recent rapid test or self-testing result and a test concept for staff is applied.

**Emergency stop from an incidence over 165 for 3 consecutive days:**

Distance learning and **no in-person operations or classroom teaching** in the following institutions: Schools of all kinds, kindergartens, day care centres, vocational schools

- finishing classes and SBBZ (G and K) are excluded.
- Emergency care is still possible.

Emergency stop will cease to apply if the incidence is below 100 or 165 for 5 consecutive working days. Easing of regulations comes into force the day after this is announced by the local authorities.

**Vaccinated/recovered persons**

Vaccinated and recovered persons are exempt from the testing requirement that applies in many areas. **Proof required.**

**Health & social affairs**

- **Protective measures and regular testing** in hospitals, nursing homes, homes for the elderly and the disabled
- **Rapid tests and self-testing** required to access services and facilities must be carried out by trained staff. The tests must be up-to-date, i.e. not older than 24 hours. Free of charge **citizen tests** can be used for this purpose.
Retail

**Shops selling essential products** may open in compliance with the hygiene rules as per the Coronavirus Ordinance:
- Specialist baby retail outlets
- Bakeries and confectioners
- Banks
- Florists
- Book stores
- Drugstores
- Garden centres
- Drinks stores
- Wholesale
- Hearing aid specialists
- Motor vehicle and bicycle workshops and spare parts sales
- Food markets
- Butcher shops
- Opticians
- Orthopaedic shoe technicians
- Post offices and parcel shops but without the sale of other goods
- Health food shops
- Dry cleaners and launderettes
- Travel and customer centres for public transport
- Medical supply stores
- Food banks
- Petrol stations
- Telephone shops for repair, replacement and troubleshooting
- Pet supply and feed stores
- Weekly markets
- Magazine and newspaper kiosks

**Rules for stores:**
- The local hygiene concept must be followed.
- Shops with less than 10 m² sales area: maximum one customer
- Shops with up to 800 m²: one customer per 10 m² of sales area
- For areas exceeding this: one customer per 20 m² (does not apply to food retail)
- Mandatory wearing of masks in front of the shops and in the car parks
- Controlled access
- Avoid queues.

**Other retailers** may also offer “Click&Meet” in addition to “Click&Collect” under the following conditions:
- Compliance with hygiene requirements as per the Coronavirus Ordinance
- Medical masks must be worn
- Prior registration and booking of appointments with a fixed time slot
- Documentation of contact details

**Emergency stop from an incidence over 100 for 3 consecutive days:**
Retailers are not permitted to offer "Click&Meet". "Click&Collect" and delivery services are still possible.

**Emergency stop from an incidence over 150 for 3 consecutive days:**
For "Click&Meet", a daily updated negative covid rapid test is required.
Free citizen tests can be used for this purpose.

**Supplement to the regulation for open shops for daily needs:**
- Shops with up to 800 m²: one customer per 20 m² of sales area
- For the area exceeding this: one customer per 40 m²

**Emergency stop** will cease to apply if the incidence is below 100/150 for 5 consecutive working days. Easing of regulations comes into force the day after this is announced by the local authorities.

**Easing from an incidence below 50 for 5 consecutive days:**
All retailers may open under the following conditions:
- Compliance with hygiene requirements as per the Coronavirus Ordinance
- Medical masks must be worn
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**Services**

Services involving close physical proximity are only permitted under the following conditions:
- All participants must wear medical masks throughout their stay at the facility and the duration of the service. If this is not possible (e.g. in the case of a shave), the customers must present a recent rapid test or self-testing result and a test concept for staff must be in place.
- Only with prior appointment booking

The following shall remain closed:
- Prostitution trade

**Emergency stop from an incidence over 100 for 3 consecutive days:**

Services involving close physical proximity must close. Medically required treatments are still allowed. Hairdressing establishments are allowed to remain open. To visit the hairdresser, a daily updated negative covid rapid test is required. Free citizen tests can be used for this purpose.

Emergency stop will cease to apply if the incidence is below 100 for 5 consecutive working days. Easing of regulations comes into force the day after this is announced by the local authorities.

**Religious worship**

Services and funerals under hygiene requirements.
- Adherence to the AHA rules throughout the entire service
- Medical masks
- Events attended by more than 10 people must be reported to the local authorities responsible at least two business days in advance. This does not apply to funerals.
- No congregational singing indoors

**Catering industry**

Restaurants, bars, clubs and pubs of all kinds remain closed.
- Take-away meals or meals for delivery (with a curfew from 10 p.m. for pick-up) are exempt
- No serving and consumption of alcoholic beverages in public places
- Sale of alcoholic beverages in closed containers are permitted

Cafeterias must remain closed wherever work procedures permit this. Take-away food may be offered.

**Events**

No meetings and events in public spaces.

Exceptions:
- Court proceedings
- Meetings for the purpose of public safety and order
- Works meetings
- Examinations and their preparation
- Marriages
  - Events for social welfare (e.g. child and youth welfare)

**Travel**

Appeal: Please refrain from private travel and from trips to tourist destinations.

Increased controls and access restrictions at daytime tourism hotspots by local authorities.

Prohibited:
- Tourist bus tours
- Tourist overnight stays (including camping sites)

Still permitted:
- Business trips
- Travel and accommodation in cases of special hardship

**Keep your distance**
**Practice hygiene**
**Wear a medical mask**
**Use the covid app**
**Ventilate regularly**
**Sports**

Individual open-air sports and sports performed in outdoor and indoor sports facilities (no swimming pools or spas of any kind) and low-contact recreational and amateur sport with a maximum of 5 persons from no more than 2 households. Children up to and including 13 years of age from both households are not counted.

Low-contact, open-air group sports with up to 20 children up to and including 13 years old is permitted.

Use of changing rooms or recreation rooms is prohibited.

Elite and professional sports training and events are allowed without spectators.

Otherwise, public and private sports facilities are closed to the general public:

Facilities (e.g. fitness studios) for rehabilitation exercise, school sport, study sport, professional or elite sport and sports for official purposes (e.g. for police and fire brigades) may be opened.

**Emergency stop from an incidence over 100 for 3 consecutive days:**

Non-contact individual sports in outdoor or indoor sports facilities alone, in pairs or with members of your own household.

Children up to and including 13 years of age may participate in contactless sports outdoors in groups of no more than 5 children. Instructors require a daily updated negative covid rapid test. Free citizen tests can be used for this purpose.

**Emergency stop** will cease to apply if the incidence is below 100 for 5 consecutive working days. Easing of regulations comes into force the day after this is announced by the local authorities.

**Easing from an incidence below 50 for 5 consecutive days:**

Low-contact, open-air sports and sports on outdoor facilities with a maximum of 10 people. In indoor facilities with a maximum of 5 persons from no more than 2 households. Children up to and including 13 years of age from both households are not counted. Couples who do not live together count as one household.

**Easing from an incidence below 50 for 5 consecutive days:**

Low-contact, open-air group sports with up to 20 children up to and including 13 years old is permitted.

Use of changing rooms or recreation rooms is prohibited.

Elite and professional sports training and events are allowed without spectators.

**Cultural and recreational activities**

Cultural and recreational facilities remain closed.

- Theatre
- Folk festivals or similar
- Circuses

**Open:**
- Outdoor playgrounds
- Hiking and walking

**Open for "Click&Collect" as well as "Click&Meet":**
- Betting offices

**Open with prior appointment booking and/or documentation of contact details:**
- Drive-in cinema, drive-in theatre, drive-in concerts
- Galleries
- Museums
- Memorials
- Zoos and botanical gardens

**Emergency stop from an incidence over 100 for 3 consecutive days:**

Museums, galleries and memorials will be closed to the public. Betting offices must close. The outdoor areas of zoological and botanical gardens may still be visited with a daily negative covid rapid test. Pre-registration and documentation of contact details required. Children up to and including 5 years of age are exempt from compulsory testing.

**Emergency stop** will cease to apply if the incidence is below 100 for 5 consecutive working days. Easing of regulations comes into force the day after this is announced by the local authorities.

**Easing from an incidence below 50 for 5 consecutive days:**

Visits to museums, galleries, memorials, zoos and botanical gardens are allowed without prior appointment and documentation of contact details.